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Imaging Solitons

Figure S 1: Imaging solitons. a Optical density, b integrated 1D profiles and c corresponding residuals of a fermionic
superfluid, prepared at 832G, after expansion and rapid ramp to various final magnetic fields Bmin. Without any ramp,
the superfluid at 832G, observed after 9 ms time of flight, does not show a clear signature of the soliton. A 10 ms ramp
to the BEC-side before expansion at 760G reduces interactions but still only reveals a very faint trace of the soliton.
For Bmin < 700G the soliton is revealed. d Sequence of the magnetic field ramp, indicating time of flight (TOF),
final ramp field Bmin and the imaging pulse at 760G. e The maximum depletion detected in the optical density, in
units of the standard deviation σ found outside the soliton. The detection threshold of 2.5 σ is indicated.

Solitons gradually fill in as the interaction strength is tuned from the BEC-regime to the BCS-regime of the
crossover. Indeed, in the BCS regime only a minute fraction ∆0/EF of the gas is Cooper paired, and only this fraction
is missing at the soliton’s center, where the pair wavefunction ∆(z) is maximally depleted. The contrast in the particle
density thus vanishes. Indeed, absorption images of atom clouds at the Feshbach resonance, in-situ or after expansion
(Fig. S 1 a), do not show any observable (! 3%) contrast. Given our signal to noise (1 σ fluctuations corresponding to
a ∼ 3% density ripple) and finite resolution of 3µm, and assuming a soliton width as found from the BdG equation 1,
this gives a lower bound on the soliton filling of 91%. The BdG equations predict a filling of only 20%.

While the soliton is not visible in situ, the modulus of the pair wavefunction itself can be imaged by a rapid
ramp technique similar to what was used for the observation of vortex lattices in the BEC-BCS crossover 2, 3. A
magnetic field ramp to the weakly interacting BEC-regime turns large fermion pairs into molecules. An absorption
image of molecules thus approximately reflects the magnitude of the fermion pair wavefunction before the ramp. In
addition, the ramp reduces the interaction strength and thus increases the coherence (healing) length of the superfluid,

1

which increases the soliton contrast and increases their width.
The rapid ramp is illustrated in Fig. S 1. Starting for example with a superfluid at the Feshbach resonance,

the magnetic field is first quickly ramped over 10 ms to 760 G, on the BEC-side of the Feshbach resonance where
interactions are weaker and fermion pairs are more tightly bound. Next, the cloud is released from the trap. After
1 ms, the magnetic field is rapidly ramped over 1 ms to ∼ 580 G, where interactions are essentially absent and fermion
pairs have fully turned into tightly bound molecules. The molecular cloud further expands for 4 ms at 580G, after
which the magnetic field is re-ramped over 1 ms to 760G. After an additional 2 ms of expansion at 760 G, the
molecules are imaged via absorption imaging.

Solitons can be identified easily in the absorption images by eye. However, to automize soliton detection we
implemented the following method. For each absorption image, we first generate a residual profile by subtracting a
smoothened version of the optical density profile from the actual optical density profile. We determine the standard
deviation of fluctuations σ and identify a depletion in the residual profile as a soliton if its depth is greater than 2.5 σ.

We have found the rapid ramp technique necessary to reveal solitons in the strongly interacting regime, which
is another indication of their strong filling, next to their slow period and enhanced relative effective mass. To show the
importance of the rapid ramp, we have varied the final field of the rapid ramp Bmin between 500 and 832 G. The depth
of the maximum depletion, normalized by σ, is shown in Fig S 1. For ramp fields Bmin < 650G solitons are clearly
revealed.

Speed of sound measurement

The phase imprinting not only changes the
phase of the superfluid, but also perturbs the
density, creating a sound wave. Fig. S 2 shows
the evolution of the cloud profile during the
first 100 ms after a phase imprinting pulse at
the Feshbach resonance. A sound wave is seen
to propagate away from the potential barrier.
It disappears at the edge of the atom cloud,
after about 40 ms. Adjusting for the expan-
sion during time of flight, the speed of sound
is found to be 8.8 mm/s, agreeing with the
expectation for the zero-temperature speed of
sound c =

√
ξ/3 vF with ξ = 0.37, to within

2%. Note that the soliton sequences shown in
the main text start 400 ms after the phase im-
print, long after the initial sound wave has dis-
appeared.
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Figure S 2: Speed of
sound measurement.
a Integrated 1D density
profiles after rapid ramp
and time of flight, for the
first 100 ms after applying
the phase imprinting pulse
at the Feshbach resonance,
at 832G. A sound wave is
clearly observed. b same
as a), with a line marking
the sound wave.

Snake Instability
Planar solitons in three dimensions are not only thermodynamically unstable towards accelerating, but also dynam-
ically unstable towards shape excitations - the so-called “snake” instability 4–8. This excitation of the soliton plane
along the radial direction grows exponentially until the soliton decays into vortices. This is suppressed in elongated
trap geometries. In weakly interacting BECs, solitons are expected to become dynamically unstable when the chem-
ical potential µ of the condensate becomes larger than ≈ 2.4!ω⊥, where ω⊥ is the radial trapping frequency 4. The
solitons in our strongly interacting fermionic superfluid appear to be much more robust, as they are long-lived even
when the chemical potential µ ≈ 35!ω⊥. Still, we were able to observe the snake instability by reducing the trap
aspect ratio to about 3. Examples are shown in Fig. S 3 where the depletion revealed by the rapid ramp no longer
follows a straight line but rather a wavy trajectory, characteristic of the snake instability 6–8.
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